


Ever since it was founded in 1931, the company known 
in Finnish as Oy Suomen Autoteollisuus Ab has gone 
its own way, choosing not to follow the competition. 
SISU’s production is not based on quantity, but rather 
on innovative individuality and quality.

SISU has launched applications that others have cop-
ied. SISU has been a pioneer, working together with 
our customers to develop product solutions that serve 
their business needs in the best possible way. 

Some early innovations include our legendary bogie 
lift that is still in production, the versatile SISU hydrau-
lic motor, wide single wheels on the rear axle, a tilting 

cab, the use of reinforced plastic parts in cab struc-
tures, and product development that led to modern 
multipurpose road maintenance vehicles, as well as the 
Vetomestari terminal tractors, which have achieved 
global success.

Factory production of timber and gravel trucks be-
gan at Sisu Auto in the 1980s and ’90s, as did the 
first 5-axle chassis solutions and development of the 
high-frame product. Another chapter is SISU Racing, 
whose development work squeezed out supercharged 
performance from a standard engine on the race track 
to achieve several European championships.

The Proto SISU range includes legendary military vehi-
cles whose name achieved fame in production vehicles 
and the ‘Pasi’ armoured passenger carrier, familiar to 
global peacekeeping forces. The latest military vehicle 
innovations are the off-road capabilities of the heavy-
duty SISU ETP models, effective protection against 
landmines and rapid-installation anti-ballistic protec-
tion.

Pioneering applications in the 21st century have been 
factory-ready heavy-duty crane truck and equipment 
carrier that are tailored for their purpose right from 
the start. 

SISU has always known the value of forming alliances 
with industry-leading partners. The list of companies 
who have been our partners and component suppliers 
for decades would be so long and filled with leading 
brands that we couldn’t include all their names here.

Finnish SISU is more than just a truck. It’s the specially 
designed robust transport solution for our customers’ 
business operations – a specialised vehicle that is built 
for extreme conditions.

SISU is always at its best in tough conditions. Any truck 
can get to a log stack over a hauling road or get to 
the bottom of a pit on a construction site. But the real 
truck really distinguishes when it’s time to get out of 
there fully loaded.

SISU’s chassis, power train and superstructure are spe-
cially designed and dimensioned to perform with full 
loads up to 60 tons full weight and in closed areas 
even with significant overloads.

It is a totally different thing to produce ready-to-work 
trucks for demanding conditions and big loading ca-
pacities and short series. 

Sisu’s approach is different from that of many of its 
competitors: we design and manufacture trucks that 
are designed for our domestic market and for very de-
manding customers. 

We know and understand the special requirements of 
the Finnish transport companies and the challenging 
driving conditions in the northern countries inside out. 
We produce vehicles that are specially designed to be 
fit-for-purpose transport solutions.

SISU – cooperation makes us strong

SISU knows the value of forming alliances with indus-
try-leading partners. At Sisu Auto we know that it’s 
impossible to make it alone, realizing, though, at the 
same time the importance of remaining independ-
ent. At Sisu Auto we also know that large and small 
companies can join forces to create something that is 
greater than the sum of its parts.

The Finnish SISU has embarked on a new era. Our co-
operation with Daimler AG, the world’s largest com-
mercial vehicle manufacturer, has brought the new, 
innovative SISU Polar range to the market.

The result is a truck that combines the high quality of 
large-scale production, industry-leading innovation 

and the speed and flexibility of a small-scale manufac-
turer to meet our customers’ individual requirements.

SISU – entrepreneurship as a personal 
experience

SISU is close to its customers. This is especially true now 
that Sisu Auto has returned to its roots and is privately 
owned again. Today Sisu Auto believes in the future, 
just as the brave young engineering graduate Tor 
Nessling did when he dared to establish a truck manu-
facturing plant in Finland back in 1931.

Nowadays Sisu Auto is owned by the people who are 
in charge of its operations. And there is no more of 
them than can fit into the cab of a single SISU truck. 
This means that decision-making is quick and smooth. 
We can also say that we know the risks and realities of 
the business just as personally as our customers. 

We are all in the same boat – or rather, truck. The truck 
that makes you stand out from the crowd. 

You can find a comprehensive chronological history of SISU online at  
www.sisuauto.com

SISU – cooperation across borders since 1931

SISU – more than a truck



SISU – specialist in specialisation 

SISU specialises in the most heavy-duty, most demand-
ing class of trucks. The SISU Polar range of trucks 
includes the Rock gravel truck, the Timber truck for 
transporting logs, the Works multi-purpose road main-
tenance truck, the Crane truck, the Carrier equipment 
transport truck and the Roll demountable body truck. 
SISU Defence manufactures armoured off-road vehicles 
for military purposes. 

What the SISU Polar range of trucks all have in com-
mon is that each truck, including its superstructure, 
trailer and additional equipment, is designed accord-
ing to the customer’s requirements as a complete 
product. 

Tailored manufacturing for the customer means a 
shorter delivery time, certainty that the chassis and su-
perstructure will be seamlessly compatible and optimal 
dimensioning of payload and strength. 

With regard to use and maintenance it is essential that 
the structures and electrical systems manufactured by 
SISU are carefully documented during the manufactur-
ing process and the warranty covers the entire vehicle 
supplied.

SISU – made for true professionals

The SISU Polar range uses components sourced from 
the world’s leading manufacturers. Our partnership 
with Daimler AG has brought top products from Ger-
man automotive technology to SISU.

Its wide range of engines and transmissions and its 
modern, spacious cab, combined with SISU’s expertise 
in chassis and factory manufacturing, make the SISU 
Polar range into robust tools for true professionals. 

The drive options for the SISU Polar range cover the 
requirements for all the toughest driving tasks.

The SISU cab is a functional, efficient unit. There are 
three cab options in all, with the high-roof cab offer-
ing enough room to stand up inside.

The SISU chassis is recognised as being in a class of its 
own. The SISU bogie is the only one on the market 
that allows the rearmost axle to be raised and discon-
nected from the drive. 

The legendary SISU bogie lift replaces the bogie drive 
in many driving tasks. Its structure is lighter, which 
means a larger payload and greater agility. With a 
SISU, you can get out of places where other trucks 
would leave you scratching your head.

The C 460 high-profile frame developed by SISU and 
its round, closed cross-members significantly increase 
the torsional rigidity of the frame. The structure is 
lightweight, increases load capacity and improves 
drivability. 



When you want to stand out 
 
Any truck can get to the bottom of a pit on a construction site. 
But when it’s time to get out of there with a full load, the real 
trucks really start to stand out.

SISU’s unique chassis structure has been tested in years of use. 
Professionals know SISU’s strengths: a lightweight bogie lift for 
lifting with a full load or a bogie equipped with drive disconnect, 
the high C-profile frame with excellent torsional rigidity, superior 
tipping stability, large payload even with bulky loads, remarkable 
agility combined with fantastic starting power.

The legendary SISU chassis structure is now combined with top 
products from Daimler, the world’s leading commercial vehicle 
manufacturer. The result is a wider selection of cab and power 
train options than ever before, making the SISU Rock gravel 
truck a truly professional, individual tool designed for the most 
demanding conditions.

The professional choice 

Finnish SISU has always been a pioneer. SISU Rock is the professional choice when 
you require top performance, reliability and cost-effectiveness for the most de-
manding driving.

SISU Rock is always designed in co-operation with the customer as an individual 
unit. SISU is the only truck on the market that arrives fully equipped straight from 
the factory, whether it’s a 5-axle gravel truck or a full-sized cassette assembly. 
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The torsionally rigid high 
C-profile frame increases 
payload and offers unparal-
leled tipping stability.

Up to five axles: the three 
front and one rearmost axles 
can be steering axles.

SISU has expertise in 
hydraulics, which are 
always dimensioned and 
installed according to
driving tasks. 

Designed and dimensioned 
to be optimally suited for 
the specific driving tasks and 
conditions of each truck.

Two-valve high-pressure 
tipper.The legendary SISU bogie 

lift can also be lifted 
when loaded.

PLATFORM

BOGIE DRIVE AND BOGIE LIFT TIPPER

FRAME

HYDRAULICS

3 – 5 AXLES

What makes a gravel truck a genuine SISU Rock?



Determining the champion of the  
hauling road

It is on hauling roads where the timber truck cham-
pion is determined. There definitely are differences 
among trucks when it’s time to get out of the forest 
with a full load in the autumn rain.

The SISU Timber truck is specially designed to be a 
complete professional tool. SISU works in all condi-
tions.

SISU’s own chassis design is already a legend. Its key 
features are a high frame with excellent torsional 
rigidity, a lightweight bogie lift for lifting with a full 
load or a bogie equipped with drive disconnect, and 

SISU axles with superior load capacity. 
The result is outstanding starting power and a timber 
truck for difficult terrain that is in a class of its own in 
terms of drivability and payload.

When the SISU chassis is combined with V6 or V8 
engines and automated transmissions from Daimler, 
the world’s leading commercial vehicle manufacturer, 
the end result is a truck unlike any other ever seen 
on Finland’s hauling roads. And that’s not all: for real 
virtuosos of the hauling roads, a fast, genuine Fuller 
unsynchronised manual transmission is also available.
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What makes a timber truck a genuine SISU Timber?

The gantry is integrated 
directly into the frame to 
ensure rapid crane assembly 
even in the factory.

Options available: one or 
two drive axles, bogie lift 
or drive disconnect in bogie 
drive. 

Options available: high-quality 
aluminium or steel banks 
as required with factory  
installation.

Spacious cab offers 
room to stand up inside and 
good aerodynamics. 

High-torque V6 or V8 engines, 
automatic transmission or 
genuine Fuller.

High, lightweight frame is 
extremely stable, torsion-
ally rigid and durable. 
More payload.

HIGH-ROOF CAB 

FRAMEPOWER TRAIN

GANTRY

TIMBER BANKS AND SCREEN 

3 OR 4 AXLES 



SISU Crane

What sets SISU Crane apart from its competitors is its reinforced 
frame and the fact that the necessary brackets, stabilisers, elec-
trical connections and hydraulics for the crane installation are 
designed as a complete entity upon ordering.

SISU Crane is the most versatile specialised crane truck on 
the market. SISU Crane is the right choice when you need a 
crane truck that can be moved quickly for a wide variety of 
lifting tasks.

The result is a unique crane truck that is manufactured entirely according to its 
design to be a specialised truck. 

The heart of SISU Crane is its factory-built complete frame, which is dimen-
sioned and reinforced along its entire length according to the size of the crane 
to provide even strength with no discontinuities. 

The strong support structure for the front stabiliers are fixed to the truck’s 
frame. This gives the crane a 360-degree range and the crane can lift in front 
of the truck as well.

SISU Crane is dimensioned so that it is safe to use even in extreme conditions. 
The capacity of its two 10-tonne front axles is sufficient for even large cranes. 
The truck can be driven up as close as possible to the item to be 
lifted, even in challenging terrain and weather conditions.

The truck’s other chassis and drive options are designed accord-
ing to the truck’s intended use. The SISU bogie lift (8x2 or 10x2) 
or bogie drive (8x4 or 10x4) guarantee that SISU Crane is stable 
to drive, even when repositioning.

The driving comfort and economy of SISU Crane trucks are 
increased by the Telligent and PowerShift automatic trans-
missions as well as the range of versatile Daimler V6 and V8 
engines.

What makes a crane a genuine SISU Crane? 

One or two drive axles, 
stable driving even in 
extreme conditions.

Customer’s choice  
of crane, fully 
ready to assemble right 
from the factory.

High-torque V6 or V8 
engines and automatic 
transmission.

Factory-reinforced 
frame according to 
size of crane.

Crane supports, hydrau-
lics and electrical 
connections are specially 
designed.

CRANE

FRAME

FACTORY-READY

POWER TRAIN

4 OR 5 AXLES 

>60 tm>80 tm



SISU Works is out in front

In recent years, Finns have been praised around the 
world for our ability to cope with winter. There have 
not been any days when the roads, harbours and air-
ports have had to close due to snowfall.

One of the top products resulting from Finnish winter 
expertise is the factory-ready SISU Works road mainte-
nance truck. Its basic solutions have come about over 
decades of close co-operation with truck users and 
equipment suppliers.

A SISU road maintenance truck is much more than just 
a snow plough, though. SISU Works is a real multipur-
pose truck that’s designed to work in all conditions, in 
summer as well as winter.

The foundation of the SISU Works road maintenance 
truck is its strong, torsionally rigid frame, which along 
with the supporting plough bumper is designed to 
withstand heavy loads resulting from a wide front 
plough and centre mounted scrapers. All brackets for 
ploughing equipment as well as hydraulics and electri-
cal connections are standardised so that they will work 
with summer road sweeping and cleaning equipment 
as well.
 

Another key feature of the SISU road maintenance 
truck is its versatile, factory-installed hydraulics. The 
road maintenance truck can have up to 11 hydraulic 
lines, and the driver can control several functions con-
nected to them at the same time. SISU’s hydraulics are 
designed to work in the most demanding conditions.

Road maintenance trucks often have to be driven in 
difficult weather. A Telligent or PowerShift automated 
transmission system available from SISU can significant-
ly help the driver to concentrate on traffic and using 
the road maintenance equipment.  

The driver’s concentration on traffic is also improved 
by the ergonomically situated control panel in the cab, 
where all of the controls for the additional equip-
ment are located. The control panel is factory-installed 
during the manufacturing phase, when the proper 
functioning and operating safety of the additional 
equipment are also checked.

The versatile SISU Works truck from Finland is the right 
choice when you need to open the road for others.

A road maintenance vehicle is always ahead of other traffic. 
The SISU Works road maintenance truck is designed to work 
in conditions where other vehicles are left standing.
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Factory-installed snowplough, 
standard hydraulic and electri-
cal connections.

High-torque V6 or V8 
engines, automated trans-
mission systems.

Versatile hydraulics specially 
designed for road maintenance 
trucks.

The electrical hydraulic CAN bus 
is controlled using two multi-
function joysticks and program-
mable colour display.

Factory-installed, stand-
ardised connections for all 
additional equipment.

SISU’s famous range of 
chassis and drive options.

PROPERLY SIZED PLATFORM  

CHASSIS

SNOWPLOUGH

HYDRAULICS 

EQUIPMENT CONTROL/OPERATION 

STRONG POWER TRAIN 

What makes a road maintenance truck a genuine SISU Works?



SISU Roll

SISU is a pioneer as a developer of specialised de-
mountable body trucks. Cable-operated interchange-
able bodies were in use at SISU back in the 1950s 
and ’60s in timber transport, while SISU Defence has 
special expertise in combining interchangeable frame-
integrated body equipment with heavy-duty combat 
vehicles. 

Nowadays the SISU Polar range offers a unique chassis 
for installation of various cable-and hooklift equip-
ment right in the factory. 

The SISU Roll demountable body truck is a full-blooded 
unit. In true SISU tradition, it is specially designed as a 
unit according to its driving tasks. 

The brackets, hydraulics, equipment locations and 
control panel required for the swap body equipment 
are specially designed so the truck’s structure does not 
need to be disassembled for installation. 

SISU’s robust, torsionally rigid frame is the ideal chassis 
for a demountable body truck. The truck is agile, its 

tipping stability is excellent, it has a number of drive 
options and capacity is good, even when transporting 
heavy loads.

Driving comfort and economy are increased by the 
Telligent and PowerShift automatic transmissions 
as well as the range of versatile Daimler V6 and V8 
engines.       

The lightweight, torsionally rigid frame is exceptionally 
stable and durable. Larger payload and greater agility.

Options available: one or two drive axles, bogie lift or 
drive disconnect in bogie drive. 

High-torque V6 or V8 engines and automatic  
transmission system.

SISU is an expert at factory installation. The truck is 
specially designed as a unit according to the customer’s 
driving tasks.

Three different cab options for different driving tasks. 

CAB

FRAME

3 – 5 AXLES 

POWER TRAIN 

INTERCHANGEABLE BODIES 

What makes a demountable body truck 
a genuine SISU Roll?
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SISU Carrier is the solution for moving multipurpose equipment, forest 
tractors and other self-propelled equipment quickly. The chassis, tested in 
SISU timber trucks on a million kilometres of forest truck roads is ideally 
designed for transporting heavy equipment, particularly when they usually 
need to be taken over roads that are in extremely poor condition.

SISU Carrier is always designed in co-operation with the customer and the 
manufacturer of the equipment transport chassis. That way the truck can 
be dimensioned accurately according to the customer’s equipment. For ex-
ample, a 5-axle 10x2 chassis fulfils legal requirements for load capacity for 
extremely heavy-duty equipment.

SISU has a reputation for being at home in extremely challenging condi-
tions. Now the legendary SISU chassis structure has been combined with 
top products from Daimler, the world’s leading commercial vehicle manu-
facturer. 

SISU Carrier is a complete unit that can carry even very large equipment. 
And get it to its destination.

44 t 30 t37 t

What makes an equipment carrier truck a genuine SISU Carrier?

Options available: one or 
two drive axles, bogie lift 
or drive disconnect in bogie 
drive.

High-torque V6 or V8 engines 
and automatic transmission 
system.

The lightweight, torsionally 
rigid frame is exceptionally 
stable and durable. Larger  
payload and greater agility. 

Always designed according 
to the customer’s equipment. 
Optimal capacity.

FRAME

CAB EQUIPMENT TRANSPORT 
CHASSIS

POWER TRAIN

4 OR 5 AXLES 

Spacious cab offers 
room to stand up inside and 
good aerodynamics. 



Versatile range of models

SISU Defence is able to provide transport in conditions 
where many would not choose to go and where even those 
who are willing would not be able to travel by car. The off-
road vehicles developed by SISU are unbeatable when you 
require sure-footedness, carrying capacity and a compact 
size in a single package, without sacrificing personnel pro-
tection and reliability.

Tens of thousands of mornings in  
the Army 

SISU has transported the Finnish Army throughout its 
entire history. At first, the trucks were mainly ordinary 
rear-wheel-drive civilian trucks, but in the late ’50s SISU 
and the Finnish Defence Forces began working to-
gether to develop off-road vehicles to meet all quality 
requirements. This resulted in a prototype that is still 
remembered today as the Proto, although that model 
was developed and modified several times over the 
years. It’s now time for the hundreds of Protos to have 
a well-earned rest. SISU is bringing out a modern, safe 
and economical new fleet to take their place.

Excellent protection 

When it comes to personnel protection, our range of 
off-road vehicles developed in co-operation with cus-
tomers is in a completely different class to its predeces-
sors. This vehicle can protect against not only rifle-
calibre firearms, but also landmines and NBC (Nuclear, 
Biological, Chemical) weapons.

Utilising civilian truck technology

SISU’s off-road vehicles have the same frame solutions, 
chassis components and power trains as SISU’s civilian 
trucks. This means significant cost savings for custom-
ers when purchasing vehicles as well as spare parts. 
Technology that can be trusted in combat is certainly 
reliable in civilian applications as well.



SISU vehicles are designed and manufactured 
in Finland. They are a genuine ‘blue-and-white’ 
product that meets the requirements for the Key 
Flag designation set by the Association for Finnish 
Work. That is a value every Finn can be proud of. 

Oy Sisu Auto Ab

OWNER
Suomen Autoteollisuus Oy
– Owners: Olof Elenius, Maija Elenius, Timo Korhonen
SUBSIDIARIES
Sisu Auto Trucks Oy
– Manufacture of trucks and marketing of civilian  
 trucks 
Sisu Auto Engineering Oy
– Design, product development and external project  
 services 
Sisu Defence Oy
– Design, sales and marketing of military-purpose  
 vehicles 
KEY FIGURES
– Turnover: approx. 50 million 
– Employees: approx. 50
– Annual production: 200 – 400 vehicles
KEY PARTNER BUSINESSES
Daimler AG
– main components for civilian trucks
Komas Oy
– assembly of SISU trucks and military vehicles
Rautaruukki Oyj
– special steels for chassis 
Sisu Akselit Oy
– axle assemblies

Tel. +358 10 2751
Fax +358 19 236 044
www.sisuauto.com

Oy Sisu Auto Ab
Tammisaarentie 45
FI-10300 Karjaa, Finland
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